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Dear SHA Family,

As I pondered writing this letter, I couldn’t help thinking about ChatGPT, the artificial intelligence (AI) chatbot that’s been all the rage these days. ChatGPT is powered by OpenAI.org’s large language model—a groundbreaking natural language processing (NLP) technology that uses deep learning algorithms to understand human language and generate insights. The possibilities are endless—ChatGPT can be used in speech recognition systems, machine translation programs, text summarizers, and the creation of interactive dialogues with humans.

Data analytics and AI—specifically NLP—have the potential to be real game-changers in many industries, including hospitality, but some people are understandably wary of the ways they are used. We’ve faced questions like these before when new technology was introduced—remember all the fuss about calculators bringing an end to our mental math skills?

This issue’s cover story highlights the possibilities for using machine learning and data analytics in the hospitality industry. By utilizing deep learning techniques, we can gain valuable insights necessary to hire employees who match better with our needs. Optimizing our use of data analytics can help us meet customer demands while enhancing our revenue-generating potential. Leveraging these approaches will position us well not only with current customers but those of the future.

I am curious to hear your thoughts on using big data and machine learning in the hospitality industry. Share them with me at aupneja@bu.edu.

Sincerely,

Arun Upneja
When Arun Upneja looks around BU’s School of Hospitality Administration, where he’s been the dean since 2013, he doesn’t see many people of color (POC) on the faculty. “In the upper echelons of hospitality, just like the rest of society, we are not diversified enough,” he says. Four years ago, he set out to do something about it—an effort that culminated in the creation of the POC PhD Pathway Conference.

Upneja began by speaking to the deans at more than a dozen hospitality schools. He found they were also eager to diversify their faculty—but they couldn’t find any candidates. He estimated that out of approximately 180 students working toward hospitality PhDs at the time, just five of them were Black, Latinx, or Native American. Before worrying about creating a more diverse faculty, Upneja says, “we needed to talk about a different problem, which is getting more PhD students.”

So the deans kept talking, including their PhD directors in the process. They decided that a first step would be to introduce promising students from underrepresented groups to their programs. “Part of the reason they don’t think about a PhD is lack of mentors,” Upneja says.

The first POC PhD Pathway Conference was held online in May 2021. More than a dozen graduate students from 13 universities participated. “It was absolutely wonderful,” Upneja says. “That conference was an eye-opener for everyone involved. The students were actively participating. They were asking questions.”

On April 8 and 9, 2022, SHA welcomed two dozen students and representatives from hospitality schools across the country to the first in-person conference, at BU. Ray Bennett, then Marriott International’s president of franchising in the United States and Canada, delivered the keynote address. (Bennett died a few weeks later.) Nine schools sent their hospitality PhD directors.

For 2023, Upneja hopes to reach a broader group of students. Part of doing that is finding financial support for the conference, which thus far has lacked a dedicated budget. Individual schools, along with a gift from Bennett, funded student travel to the event in 2022. “I’m hopeful that other people will step up and provide funding,” Upneja says, adding that without travel stipends some students aren’t able to attend.

Even after just two years, Upneja expects the conference to have a measurable effect on the number of PhD candidates from underrepresented groups. “It’s going to take a couple of years for the results to be fully reflected,” Upneja says. Still, he anticipates four or five attendees from each year to enter PhD programs.

Another measure of success will be inspiring an industry-wide movement toward diversity. “We don’t have enough people of color in master’s programs. We don’t have enough in undergraduate programs. How do you reach students in high schools?” Upneja says. “That’s something that needs an institutional effort by the industry. This problem is pervasive in our society and particularly in the hospitality industry.”

Information about the 2023 POC PhD Pathway Conference will be available at bu.edu/hospitality/events/conferences/poc-phd-pathway-program.
here are lessons a student preparing for a career in restaurants, hotels, or another hospitality field can only learn in a hands-on setting. Theo Deschamps De Paillette spent the summer revamping and reopening restaurants for one of New York City’s premier culinary empires, an experience he one day hopes to apply to opening his own hotel. For Kyle McMullin, the concept that businesses create value based on a hierarchy of customer needs landed more squarely while hearing from executives from Disneyland Paris and the Paris Olympic Organizing Committee. Leora Lanz, an associate professor and assistant dean of academic affairs, says that as important as it is for students to pore over case studies, definitions, and principles, seeing those principles at work in hotels, restaurants, and other hospitality fields provides them with an invaluable perspective.

“To see [principles] applied in real-world situations and to see how other people handle them teaches us best practices—What would I do the same way? What would I do differently?” Lanz says. “It’s really important for the students to learn from others who are doing this so that they can come into the world well armed.”

In 2022, Lanz took groups of students to New York City to observe and learn from Danny Meyer’s Union Square Hospitality Group (USHG)—an opportunity that emerged from a series of visits from USHG executives to SHA’s Boston campus—and to Paris to study hospitality marketing in an unforgettable setting. She is planning to repeat both experiences in 2023, albeit with a few changes based on learnings from 2022, and add one other: a study abroad trip to Panama to learn from executives at the fast-growing Selina, which offers a global network of short-term rentals and coworking spaces to those looking to work remotely. Check in spoke with Lanz, as well as several SHA students, about what makes for a great field experience in a rapidly changing hospitality industry.

Making a Restaurant Empire Better

At just 22, Theo Deschamps De Paillette has spent the last five years working in hotels from Paris and London to South Africa and Singapore. He even found time to do a gap year in Costa Rica, where he worked in a boutique hotel and became fluent in Spanish. “I love hospitality, I love restaurants, I love hotels,” says De Paillette, a master’s student at ESSEC Business School in Paris who has completed part of his degree at SHA through a partnership between the two schools. “It’s something that speaks to me because every guest is a new experience, every day is a new journey, and more than any other industry, every day is an improvement.”

As part of their exchange program with SHA, De Paillette and a group of graduate students from BU and other colleges met with Meyer and other executives from his restaurant empire—with more than a dozen eateries in its portfolio, including Gramercy Tavern and The Modern—in both Boston and on a professional spring break trip in New York City. At the end of the three-day experience in April 2022, De Paillette found himself in a group interview vying to return to New York.
City June 6 through August 12, 2022, for a summer internship. He got the job, joining 25 other interns from around the world.

De Paillette’s main project was working closely with USHG director of operations Joe Tarasco and vice president of operations John Ragan to prepare Maialino—one a flagship restaurant in the group that closed during the pandemic—for a fall reopening. He also helped develop strategies to increase walk-in business at the four locations of the elevated café Daily Provisions and build concepts the group may pursue for future restaurants. For their capstone project, groups of interns researched and pitched to executives ideas and programs to help expand the business. De Paillette’s team, which he led, created ChefUp—an incubator program for independent and underrepresented chefs to open their own restaurants—and presented it to Meyer and other USHG executives and board members. De Paillette says he was taken aback by the trust USHG placed in him and his fellow interns, and he hopes to work with the company again—perhaps even opening its first hotel one day.

“They don’t know us, they don’t know how we work. I’m French, and English is not my natural language,” he says, describing a potential barrier to success. “They trust us doing something huge, working on some projects that are very, very important. Trust is something that takes time to acquire, and you can lose it pretty quickly. I hope we gave them reason to be proud of us.”

Summer in the City of Lights

When Maggie Thompson learned she could take her Introduction to Hospitality Marketing course in the shadow of the Eiffel Tower, the Milwaukee, Wis., native’s mind was made up.

“I figured there was no better place to learn about hospitality, especially in the marketing field, than a place known for its amazing culture, food, and tourist attractions,” says Thompson (’25), who participated in BU’s Paris Study Abroad program in summer 2022.

Kyle McMullin (CAS’24, SHA’24) had never traveled outside the US before joining the Paris Study Abroad program. McMullin, who learned French in high school in Osterville, Mass., says the experience exceeded his expectations. “Our guest lecturers, exhibitions, and travels will forever be in my mind as I continue my career.”

Thompson and McMullin were among the 10 BU students on the trip, which was led and taught by Lanz on BU’s campus in Paris May 23 to June 15, 2022. Students read case reviews and texts covering the principles of marketing within the hospitality sector, but their primary classroom was France itself. They learned about segmentation and sustainability from representatives from hotelier Accor, press relations and influencer marketing from Paris-based PR firm Pascal Venot, and food and beverage customer service at restaurants and museums in picturesque Giverny. They even visited with members of the Paris 2024 Olympic Organizing Committee, including its president, to hear how the group is marketing the games. Thompson’s most memorable excursion, though, was to Le Royal Monceau, a palatial hotel in Paris.

Their hospitality was unmatched, and their presentations and tours were engaging and unforgettable,” she recalls. “There is a significant emphasis on art in the hotel, and each of the design elements had a certain story behind it, which I found fascinating.”

Lanz says plans are underway for several experiential learning trips in 2023, including three Spring Break Professional and Networking Experiences for graduate students. Groups of graduate students will return to New York City and Paris in March, and a third experience has been added to Panama.

In Panama, students will visit local historical and cultural sites and meet with representatives from one group of Panama’s Indigenous peoples, the Emberá, and have the opportunity to meet with executives from Selina, an international short-term rental booking company whose stock was publicly traded for the first time in October 2022.

“The plan is to meet with Selina executives for a mini- ‘manager-in-training’ program to understand the brand and the needs of its customers—global ‘digital nomads,’” says Lanz, who points out that the Panama experience is a result of relationships built with Selina executives during SHA’s 2022 Hospitality Leadership Summit.

“The purpose of the visit with the local peoples is to participate in true sustainability and engagement, which is also a key part of the Selina brand and an opportunity for us to contribute to local social responsibility.”

A New Panama Experience
If you’ve eaten at a restaurant or had takeout this week, chances are you interacted with a point-of-sale system when you placed your order or paid for your food. Point-of-sale (POS) systems are an especially important tool during a time of rising food costs and labor shortages. They don’t just make it easy for you when you’re dining out; they also provide a wealth of valuable data—sales figures, tipping trends, best-selling dishes, average table turnover time, employee productivity—that can ultimately help inform a restaurant’s business decisions. These systems can even mine individual guest data, enabling businesses to target promotions and tailor experiences to loyal customers.

In its 2023 POS Software Trends Report, Hospitality Technology magazine says that “using data to understand guest behavior” is a top goal for restaurants and notes that enhancing menus, upselling or offering discounts to customers, and refining staffing and inventory practices are some of the key ways restaurants hope to capitalize on the data they collect from their POS mechanisms.

Data analytics are increasingly playing an important role in recruitment, training, and employee wellness, which is critical to an industry that has faced exceptionally high turnover rates since before the pandemic.

Richard Currie, a SHA assistant professor of leadership and workplace psychology and an expert in industrial and organizational psychology, says the use of data analytics in hiring in particular has grown rapidly in the last decade. He points to the video interviewing platform HireVue, which is used by hospitality companies such as Hilton, Marriott, and Carnival. HireVue can do initial screening interviews, filming candidates as they answer a set of questions. “It will record their audio and video, and essentially, the software program will look at all kinds of different information from that recording—the tone of your voice, your word choice, as well as nonverbal cues like eye movement and your facial expressions,” Currie says. The software analyzes the data collected from the recorded interview.
to determine if the candidate is qualified to move on in the interview process. “Organizations or recruiters always have the option to determine how much leeway the program has, but this kind of software reduces that burden for recruiters and for HR personnel who are involved in the selection process.”

Résumé screening, sometimes called applicant tracking systems, is another area of hiring where analytics have been introduced in order to streamline the recruitment process, says Currie. Many of today’s largest companies use software that parses résumés for keywords to determine if a candidate has qualities that would make them a good fit for a role. Only then is the résumé passed along to an individual for further review.

“The hospitality industry is facing staffing shortages far worse than most other industries right now,” says Currie. “With that in mind, I think a lot of big data applications are going to be in selection recruitment. Organizations need to fill positions, and they need to do it well.”

Automated recruitment tools are often touted as helping to reduce recruitment bias and improve diversity. But that’s not a fail-safe. A 2019 *Harvard Business Review* article, “All the Ways Hiring Algorithms Can Introduce Bias,” notes that “most hiring algorithms will drift toward bias by default.”

“Diversity, equity, and inclusion are primary considerations for human resources professionals and industrial psychologists,” says Currie. “Most organizations aren’t intentionally engaging in discrimination, but when they rely on machine learning tools to make decisions, they can inadvertently create biases.”

“There’s absolutely nothing wrong with big data and machine learning solutions, but it’s important to note that the information you put into that algorithm is going to impact the quality of what you get out of it.”

—Richard Currie
to make decisions for them, it’s kind of a garbage in/garbage out mentality.” For that reason, he says, hiring software needs to draw from data that represents a diverse pool of applicants. “There’s absolutely nothing wrong with big data and machine learning solutions, but it’s important to note that the information you put into that algorithm is going to impact the quality of what you get out of it.”

Currie has also been observing how data analytics and machine learning are being incorporated into employee training. He has the students in his organizational leadership classes work with the software SalesBoost, a program that offers exercises to train employees in soft skills such as listening and communication through voice analysis. It focuses on how they speak, including the tone and cadence of their voice. “I think it does a great job of supplementing the hard skills that I’m teaching my students, such as how to delegate and how to effectively motivate your staff,” he says. “But communication and listening skills, compassion, all these other things are equally important and very difficult to convey without some kind of a simulation. It’s an interesting application of machine learning in the broader field of organizational psychology.”

“SO MUCH OPPORTUNITY”

Zach Demuth knows hotels. He is global head of hotels research at the commercial real estate company JLL and worked in revenue management for Marriott for almost a decade. He wears a pained look when he says, “Sometimes, the hotel industry can be truly archaic when it comes to technology.” As a result, says Demuth (’11), there’s a corresponding lag in how the industry has used big data.

“Most hotels do a really good job of selling rooms, but they don’t do a good job of selling much else,” he says. “It’s mind boggling to me that resorts spend so much money and time getting guests to come to the hotel, but once the guest has walked in the door, they do nothing to maximize their opportunity with a captive audience, whether through identifying and reaching out to guests who would purchase a spa treatment or rent a cabana or whatever—the technology to do that just isn’t there.”

Sean Jung, a SHA assistant professor of hospitality analytics, agrees that the hotel industry is optimizing data and machine learning in some areas better than others. Jung says data analytics are being used well at the purchasing stage, through online travel agencies like Expedia and Booking.com. “These platforms try to suggest places to go based on your searches, based on price points you’ve entered before,” he says. “They basically have all these data sets, and they are using machine learning to best predict what you’re going to purchase. They’re successfully using machine learning to make you spend, by targeting experiences based on everything that you’ve actually inputted in your browser already.”

Like Demuth, Jung sees missed opportunities for using data once a guest gets to a property. “This is a newer area,” says Jung, who specializes in strategy management, or finding optimal business solutions to create profitability. “There are some hotels that are thinking about how to create the perfect environment for you based on your past experiences at another one of their properties, or based on data they have on what type of person you are and your preferences.” The tools are there for gathering that information—whether from using an app or from answers to guest surveys, for example—but are often underutilized. “Imagine tailored guest experiences, where you have features like providing you the right temperature the moment you enter your hotel room,” he says. “Or, if you always forget a toothbrush, the concierge will call you in advance asking if you need a toothbrush. They’ll know this type of information based on your past experiences.”

Jung sees the beginnings of this kind of personalization in Wynn hotels. Their rooms feature Amazon Echos, which guests can use to perform tasks like opening and closing curtains, controlling lights, and adjusting the temperature. Jung says he can imagine using the information from these devices to inform future guest experiences.

“It’s mind boggling to me that resorts spend so much money and time getting guests to come to the hotel, but once the guest has walked in the door, they do nothing to maximize their opportunity with a captive audience.”

—Zach Demuth
Still, Demuth says, too many hotels can’t identify the general consumer behavior of their guests. “That’s the low-hanging fruit,” he says. “When people stay at a hotel, they essentially live there for three or four days, and there is so much consumer behavior that happens in that time frame. Why are we as an industry not utilizing that data more? The reality is that data exists, and there are many businesses that can tell you that kind of information to a very granular degree. I know there are some companies popping up that gather this information from third-party apps or even from cookies in your web browser. That’s huge.”

At JLL, it’s Demuth’s job to find the data to back up or drive business decisions. He leads the company’s hotels research group, identifying pitfalls and trends across the hospitality industry and analyzing where the industry is headed before presenting those findings to both internal stakeholders and external clients. For one recent project, he helped a private equity group that had purchased a large number of hotels to strategize which markets to target and how to expand over the next few years.

Demuth says he developed a passion for data analytics at Marriott, where he focused on corporate distribution and revenue strategy for the company’s luxury hotels. “What I really enjoyed was understanding market dynamics—what drives demand to a hotel, what drives demand to a region, and how hotels can do their best to capture that demand,” he says. “In my current role, I’m still trying to figure out what drives macro demand to hotels, either from an investment perspective or from an operational perspective—and what data do you need to support all of that.”

Another area where Demuth thinks data analytics are being underutilized is yield management, or dynamic pricing, where businesses change their pricing based on demand.

“I think we as a society have gotten very used to paying different amounts for the same thing—Uber, for example,” he says. “But, for whatever reason, the hotel industry has been very hesitant to adopt it outside of rooms, and I think that, as it relates to big data and particularly as it relates to an industry that has really struggled over the last few years, profitability is more important than ever.” Offerings such as spa services, golf, and meeting room rentals could be subject to variable pricing, he says. “Pretty much every hotel can very clearly tell you when their busy times are at the spa, and yet massages are the same price no matter what. Most hotels use machine learning for their room pricing, so why not use it everywhere else where it makes sense? There’s so much opportunity with data—but it’s often a missed opportunity. I think that’s starting to change.”

Hotels have the opportunity to use data to personalize guest experiences—for instance, does a guest usually request extra towels? Restaurants get valuable data from their POS systems, like table turnover time and popular dishes.
Nashville Hot Chicken Comes to Cambridge, Mass.

Alex Kim (’16) brings a popular Southern dish to the Northeast

By Mara Sassoon
While a student at SHA, Los Angeles native Alex Kim saw a hole in Boston’s restaurant scene. “Boston hasn’t gotten this reputation as a diverse eating city like some other major cities,” he says. “But I think there’s a lot of potential here.” Kim (’16) decided to stick around after graduating and explore that potential. He attended the Hyatt Hotels food and beverage corporate management training program, and went on to become an assistant manager for the Boston-area vegetarian chain Clover Food Lab and general manager of the fast casual seafood restaurant Eventide Fenway—a role he had at the height of the pandemic. “Those were the most difficult years of my career, but I learned so much. It was trial by several fires. I can’t sugarcoat that.”

In 2019, he started to make plans to launch his own restaurant. Three years later, he opened Hot Chix, a restaurant serving Nashville hot chicken, in Cambridge’s Inman Square, with his two partners, Will Yoo and Alex Nystedt. Nashville-style hot chicken, which is said to have originated at Prince’s Hot Chicken Shack in Nashville, is buttermilk-brined, coated in seasoned flour, and dipped in a fiery cayenne-forward sauce.

Kim spoke with Check In about the challenges of opening a restaurant and how they developed their recipe.

**Let’s talk about Hot Chix. How did you get involved with the concept?**

We officially became a business in 2019, before the pandemic. Will was the one who had the idea to bring Nashville-style hot chicken to Boston. It didn’t exist here back then. I think some of it was influenced by the fact that I’m from LA, and LA had a hot chicken craze for a long time. Alex was one of my mentors when I was in college. He was with Barbara Lynch’s group and their restaurant Sportello at the time. My other partner, Will, has been in the franchise game. We all bring a little bit of a different perspective on how an independent restaurant should be run.

We did pop-ups first, and we were about to sign a lease, and then COVID hit. We ended up not signing that lease—luckily, I think. We continued pop-ups, being residents at different friends’ restaurants, including Idle Hour in Quincy and PAGU in Cambridge. They opened their doors to us to let us cook and make money and be able to sustain ourselves through the pandemic. [The success of these pop-ups] instilled a new confidence in us that we should make this concept a brick and mortar. I think Hot Chix is definitely a very polarizing brand for a lot of people. But we kind of like that.

**Polarizing how?**

In a few ways. Part of it is that we’re three Korean dudes serving hot fried chicken—which originated in Southern Black communities—in Massachusetts. The other part of it is the name—people think of it as demeaning, but it’s just how we abbreviate chicken in the kitchen. I find that kind of funny, and I think it attests to what we believe restaurants should and can be—they should be fun.

**What went into developing the chicken recipe?**

It involved a very long trip to Tennessee to eat a lot of hot chicken and a lot of testing. We met the owner of Prince’s Hot Chicken Shack in Nashville, which is touted as the original hot chicken restaurant. She had a lot of good words for us and was happy that we were doing something like this up north. Development started in Will’s home kitchen using a Dutch oven as a frying vessel.

**You’ve only recently opened, but have there been any challenges you’ve faced so far?**

This is probably across the board in the industry, but labor is the number one issue. Restaurants are tough places to work. The other thing I am worried about is how people are eating now. What is their expectation when they go into a restaurant? We’re not super fine dining, but we’re not like McDonald’s either. When you’re in that middle ground, it’s kind of hard to meet everybody’s expectations. Those are the things that we’re pondering as we work on Hot Chix 1.2, 1.3, 1.4. This is the most challenging thing that I’ve done as an operator, but also the most exciting because the slate seems clear to experiment.

**What’s the go-to Hot Chix order?**

Get a tender plate, hot, and get an order of the biscuits. Make chicken biscuits and supplement with pickles and slaw.
As companies recover from the devastating impacts of the pandemic, the hospitality industry has the opportunity to be a part of the solution to systemic issues, such as climate change, work-life balance, and diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Check In asked three executives how the industry can “build back better”:

Niren Chaudhary
CEO, PANERA BREAD AND PANERA BRANDS

“With supply chain and labor shortages, inequity in our communities, and the ongoing financial and humanitarian impacts of the global pandemic and of environmental issues driven by the climate crisis, the past several years have challenged us in ways no one could have foreseen. We acknowledge and embrace our responsibility to act in service of our associates, guests, our communities, and the planet. I believe that positive change begins with hospitality leaders taking two key steps. First, understand and measure the impact of your business on all stakeholders—guests, associates, the community, the planet, and shareholders. Use that understanding to not only influence your business decisions but also inspire bold commitments to create positive impacts. Second, begin where you have the greatest influence—with your own associates. Strive to create a team experience that is rooted in respect and focused on associate well-being.”

Lisa Lutoff-Perlo
PRESIDENT AND CEO, CELEBRITY CRUISES

“The hospitality industry is traveling a long road to recovery. Among the issues are consumer sentiment, the continuing prevalence of COVID, supply chain issues, and the Great Resignation, where we’re seeing employees leave the hospitality industry in large numbers. For the cruise industry, and our company, it is imperative that we shape a compelling narrative around our tremendous environmental efforts to preserve our right to operate freely in all parts of the world; further heighten our focus on diversity and inclusion to globally source and attract employees who continue to deliver our award-winning experience; and continue to monitor and take a pulse on our employees’ work-life balance and mental health, both of which have been impacted to a very large degree during these past two years.”

Bashar Wali
FOUNDER AND CEO, THIS ASSEMBLY AND PRACTICE HOSPITALITY

“In hospitality, we work while others celebrate. It’s a life we accept—weekends, holidays, brunch, they’re mandatory but lucrative. For many of us, it’s also the reason we got into this business: to create memories for others. The toll it takes isn’t small, especially as the years stack up like tickets on a spike. As our teams start to build families of their own, working that Thanksgiving double shift isn’t nearly as appealing. What does balance look like? Is there a world where hours are shorter, a holiday or two is closed, and the expectation is different? If we’re going to build back better, it’s all on the table. Of the individuals who were a part of the pandemic’s Great Resignation, 82 percent were hospitality workers, tired of the work all the time and don’t ask questions mentality. So, I’m finding the way. I’m more vocal about encouraging team members to take an extra day off. We’re shifting our focus from hours to productivity. Working smarter, not harder. We need to change the culture—the long game. And if we want our teams in it for the long game, it all starts with changing our short one.”
“Hospitality is all about the people and the experiences,” says Dana Waud Floberg (CGS’05, SHA’07). That’s something she learned in one of her first classes, with her “greatly missed” professor Mike Oshins (Wheelock’02), who died of pancreatic cancer in 2019.

For one assignment, Oshins, an associate professor of the practice, had the students write letters to two different companies, one about a positive customer experience and one negative. “I wrote a negative review to Six Flags,” Floberg says, because she couldn’t get an online ticket purchase to go through. The response thrilled her: four free tickets to the amusement park. “It really drew my attention to how important customer service is. Even bad experiences can leave a good impression on you, depending on how they’re handled.” That’s one lesson she hopes students will learn—and it’s one, like many others, that she believes is best learned through actual interactions in the world, beyond reading assignments or class lectures.

“The students who are going to go far are the ones who know they’re dealing with humans, not products,” says Floberg, who is vice chair of the dean’s advisory board and a former director at the hospitality consulting firm HVS. So when she was considering ways to give back to the school, she decided to support something outside of class: students’ participation in industry conferences. “Just being at those conferences and talking with the people who’ve had those experiences—I think that’s more valuable than anything else I could fund.”
The Boston University School of Hospitality Administration extends a very special thank-you to those alumni, parents, and friends who made gifts between July 1, 2021, and June 30, 2022.
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Alison C. Birdwell (SHA’88) and Charles S. Birdwell

$50,000 OR MORE
Jameel A. Bheda (SHA’22, Questrom’21)
Robert P. Vail (SHA’85)
Ann M. Fastiggi (CAS’88)
Anne R. Lloyd-Jones
Raymond Bennett
David A. Waronker (CGS’82, SHA’86)
Philip S. Taymor
Wolfram Schaefer
Javier Rosenberg
Juliana C. Taymor
Sangwon Jung
Jared A. General (SHA’22)
Susan E. Giles (SHA’93)
Leonie S. Grudulant (SHA’18)
Josephine S. Ham and Soohuen Ham
Thomas M. Hamm (Questrom’17) and Lynn K. Hamm
Janice A. Henderson (SHA’85)
Kevin M. Ho (CGS’08, SHA’10)
Judy Holcomb
Mckenzie L. Hollenbaugh (CGS’14, SHA’16)
Barbara Hornbeck
Mary H. Hull (SHA’89) and Mark S. Barsanski (Pardee’88)
Sarah J. Hurley (SHA’06)
Tristan P. Huynh (COM’23)
Jeyabharan Jeyalingam (SHA’96)
Megan E. Johannes (SHA’05)
Sangwon Jung
Hannah P. Katz (CGS’16, SHA’18)
Jonathan Katz (COM’88)
Kenneth Kim (SHA’96)
M. Hameed (SHA’99)
Shai Kopeld
and Jacqueline Kopeld
and Stefanie Krisc (CGS’10, SHA’12)
John A. Laliberte (SHA’06)
and Candace Laliberte
Tentzel Z. Lorna (SHA’22)
Leona S. Lanz (COM’87)
and Alain Lanz
Matthew P. Lasek (SHA’09)
Dana M. Lauzstein (SHA’12, Questrom’18)
Clara H. Lee (SHA’10)
Susan K. Lees (Wheelock’92)
and Matthew Lees
Gregory Lichnekeert and Barbara M. Lichnekeert
Conrad H. Lindenberg (SHA’21)
Mara Littman (SHA’20)
Alex Liu (SHA’12, Questrom’19)
and Margaret S. Hung (Questrom’14)
Leslie M. Loon (SHA’06)
Corey D. Lose (SHA’08, SHA’09)
Taylor R. Malen (SHA’11)
Sonali Malik (SHA’22)
Maria C. Marti (SHA’95)
Julie Marz (SHA’18)
Konstantino Markourakis (CGS’96, SHA’98)
Kelly B. Matthews (CGS’17, SHA’93)
Christopher T. McAdam (SHA’07)
Beth T. McCarthy (SHA’92)
and Tim J. McCarthy
Alejandra C. Mcluskin (Questrom’22, SHA’21)
Laura A. McNiel (SHA’12, MET’14)
Morgan C. Melkonian (SHA’04)
and Matthew A. Jerome
Joanna E. Menda (SHA’93)
George Michel
Mackenzie F. Miers (SHA’21, ‘22)
Makarand A. Modey
Justin Moi (CGS’19, SHA’21)
Anna R. Monahan and Brian Monahan
Katherine F. Murphy (CGS’10, SHA’12)
Erin M. O’Neill (SHA’18)
Marcus N. Ong (SHA’99) and Gabriella Ong (Wheelock’19)
Wichayamas Paekul (SHA’23)
Deirdre S. Painter (Wheelock’92) and Christopher E. Painter
Taylor J. Patel (CGS’18, SHA’21)
Jonathan D. Pena (SHA’22)
Michael J. Penn (SHA’93)
Olga M. Perez-Cormier (Questrom’83) and Richard P. Cormier, Sr.
Lyn T. Peyton
Tyler M. Pitman (SHA’07) and Leah Pitman
Colleen J. Poling (CGS’17, SHA’17)
Michael D. Poling and Mary J. Poling
Anna R. Rakowski (CGS’00, SHA’02)
Ellen J. Redgate
Luis E. Reyneri (SHA’90)
Vanda Rimassa (SHA’97) and Peter Rimassa
Zachary E. Rimberg (SHA’15)
Joy A. Rioran (CGS’04, SHA’06)
Veronica A. Rodriguez (SHA’12)
Jerome Rosen
Scott D. Rousse (SHA’07)
Ira P. Rubtchinsky and Diane Rubtchinsky
Noah H. Saad (SHA’02) and Adrienne M. Accardi
Arthur B. Sachs and Susan J. Lerner
Caroline M. Salas (Questrom’18, SHA’19)
Jilee K. Schanda (CGS’16, SHA’18)
Heather L. Schell (SHA’09)
Gary D. Scherlis (SHA’99) and Angelica M. Scherlis
George F. Schieder III and Donna L. Roome-Schieder
Christopher R. Senker (SHA’01) and Kimberly A. Senker
Christina M. Sheridan (SHA’14)
Diane R. Shifman (CGS’01, SHA’03)
Sarah G. Shute (SHA’08, Wheelock’17)
Theresa N. Simon (SHA’14)
Justine Sinclair (SHA’87)
Austin L. Singer
Shirley C. Smisek (SHA’03)
Lauren V. Souder (SHA’11)
Gail I. Stanton (CGS’84, SHA’86) and Douglas M. Stanton
Erin S. Stephens (SHA’11)
Deborah J. Stevens (SHA’91) and Ross L. Stevens
Raymond S. Stewart and Theresa Stewart
Randall S. Strat (SHA’14)
Karen Sutton
Kara-Sue D. Sweeney (SHA’96)
Lindsay L. Teeters (CGS’04, SHA’07) and Matthew B. Teeters
Maddie E. Thomas (SHA’19)
Matthew C. Thompson (SHA’03)
Sinnamon A. Tierney and Kevin M. Tierney
Kosaku Tobayama (SHA’99)
Caitlin M. Toomey (CGS’12, SHA’14)
Carla T. Tringale Baratta and Thomas J. Tringale
Maho Tsutsumi (SHA’22)
Robert F. Tucker (Questrom’83)
Arun Upneja and Anuradha Upneja
Olivia M. Wade (SHA’16)
Runqi Wang (SHA’18)
Grace M. Ward (SHA’22, CAS’22)
Jana C. Watts (SHA’93, Sargent’93) and Terrence W. Green
Helene E. Weiner (SHA’11)
Ryan J. Weston (SHA’08)
Rachael E. White (CGS’10, SHA’12)
Allyse M. Wilcox (CGS’07, SHA’09)
Caroline A. Wilhelm (SHA’12)
Julia D. Willetta (CGS’20, COM’22)
Forrest J. Wilmot and Christiane E. Wilmot
Sa-Mia M. Wilson (SHA’83)
Hanqi Wu (Questrom’22)
Olivia M. Wu (SHA’06)
Yang Yang (SHA’11)
Ralph C. Zinszer III and Catherine D. Zinszer
Ashley R. Zolenski (COM’07) and Allison Zolenski
Olivia M. Wu (SHA’06)
Yang Yang (SHA’11)
Ralph C. Zinszer III and Catherine D. Zinszer
Ashley R. Zolenski (COM’07) and Allison Zolenski

Boston University School of Hospitality Administration

Innovate the Future of Hospitality

Master of Management in Hospitality
(1 year full-time or 2-3 year part-time)

Master of Science in Hospitality Management
(2 year full-time)

Visit bu.edu/hospitality/masters to learn more!
Scholarships and corporate tuition matching available.

Incorporations & Foundations

$50,000 or more
American Endowment Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
The New York Community Trust
$10,000-$24,999
The Taymor Family Foundation
$2,500-$4,999
Frontera Hotel Group
Union Square Hospitality Group
$1,000-$2,499
The Edelweiss Foundation
Stay Connected
Join the SHA online community. Post, tag, tweet, ask questions, and reconnect with alumni and faculty.

linkedin.com
(GroupName: “BU School of Hospitality Administration”)
facebook.com/buhospitality
twitter.com/buhospitality
instagram.com/buschoolofhospitality